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Abstract

We introduce a new stochastic multi-armed bandit setting where arms are grouped
inside “ordered” categories. The motivating example comes from e-commerce,
where a customer typically has a greater appetence for items of a specific well-
identified but unknown category than any other one. We introduce three concepts
of ordering between categories, inspired by stochastic dominance between random
variables, which are gradually weaker so that more and more bandit scenarios
satisfy at least one of them. We first prove instance-dependent lower bounds on the
cumulative regret for each of these models, indicating how the complexity of the
bandit problems increases with the generality of the ordering concept considered.
We also provide algorithms that fully leverage the structure of the model with their
associated theoretical guarantees. Finally, we have conducted an analysis on real
data to highlight that those ordered categories actually exist in practice.

1 Introduction

In the multi-armed bandit problem, an agent has several possible decisions, usually referred to
as “arms”, and chooses or “pulls” sequentially one of them at each time step. This generates a
sequence of rewards and the objective is to maximize their cumulative sum. The performance of
a learning algorithm is then evaluated through the “regret”, which is the difference between the
cumulative reward of an oracle (that knows the best arm in expectation) and the cumulative reward of
the algorithm. There is a clear trade-off arising between gathering information on uncertain arms
(by pulling them more often) and using this information (by choosing greedily the best decision so
far). This tradeoff is usually called “exploration vs exploitation”. Although originally introduced
for adaptive clinical trials [37], multi-armed bandits now play an important role in recommender
systems [30]. However, the traditional bandit model (see Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi [6] for more
details and variants) must be adapted to specific applications to unleash its full power.

Consider for instance e-commerce. One of the core optimization problem is to decide which products
to recommend, or display, to a user landing on a website, in the objective of maximizing the click-
through-rate or the conversion rate. Arms of recommender systems are the different products that
can be displayed. The number of products, even if finite, is prohibitively huge as the regret, i.e. the
learning cost, typically scale linearly with the number of arms. So agnostic bandit algorithms take
too much time to complete their learning phase. Thankfully, there is an inherent structure behind
a typical catalogue: products are gathered into well defined categories. As customers are generally
interested in only one or a few of them, it seems possible and profitable to gather information across
products to speed up the learning phase and, ultimately, to make more refined recommendations.
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Our results We introduce and study the idea of categorized bandits. In this framework, arms are
grouped inside known categories and we assume the existence of a partial yet unknown order between
categories. We aim at leveraging this additional assumption to reduce the linear dependency in the
total number of arms. We present three different partial orders over categories inspired by different
notions of stochastic dominance between random variables. We considered gradually weaker notions
of ordering in order to cover more and more bandit scenarios. On the other hand, the stronger the
assumption, the more “powerful” the algorithms are, i.e. their regret is smaller. Those assumptions
are motivated and justified by real data gathered on the e-commerce website Cdiscount. We first
prove asymptotic instance-dependent lower bounds on the cumulative regret for each of these models,
with a special emphasis on how the complexity of the bandit problems increases with the generality
of the ordering concept considered. We then proceed to develop two generic algorithms for the
categorized bandit problem that fully leverage the structure of the model; the first one is devised
from the principle of optimism in the face of uncertainty [3] when the second one is from the
Bayesian principle [37]. Finite-time instance-dependent upper bounds on the cumulative regret are
provided for the former algorithm. Finally, we conduct numerical experiments on different scenarios
to illustrate both finite-time and asymptotic performances of our algorithms compared to algorithms
either agnostic to the structure or only taking it partly into account.

Related works The idea of clustering is not novel in the bandit literature [34, 5, 15, 24, 31] yet
they mainly focus on clustering users based on their preferences. Li et al. [32] extended these work
to the clustering of items as well. Katariya et al. [19] considered a problem where the goal is to sort
items according to their means into clusters. Similar in spirit are bandit algorithms for low-rank
matrix completion [39, 21, 18]. Maillard and Mannor [33] studied a multi-armed bandit problem
where arms are partitioned into latent groups. Valko et al. [38] and Kocák et al. [22] proposed
algorithms where the features of items are derived from a known similarity graph over the items.
However, none of these works consider the known structure of categories in which the items are
gathered. The model fits in the more general structured stochastic bandit framework i.e. where
expected reward of arms can be dependent, see e.g., [28, 13, 2, 25, 35]. More recently, Combes et al.
[8] proposed an asymptotically optimal algorithm for structured bandits relying on forced exploration
(similarly to [29]) and a tracking mechanism on the number of draws of sub-optimal arms. However,
these approaches forcing exploration are too conservative as the linear dependency only disappears
asymptotically. There exist two other ways to tackle the bandit problem with arms grouped inside
categories. The first one could rely on tree search methods, popularized by the celebrated UCT
algorithm [23]. Alternative hierarchical algorithms [9] could also be used. The second one could be
linear bandits [10, 36, 1] where we introduce a “categorical” feature that indicates in which category
the arm belongs. However, these approaches are also not satisfactory as they do not leverage the full
structure of the problem.

2 Model

We now present the variant of the multi-armed bandit model we consider. As usual, a decision maker
sequentially selects (or pulls) an arm at each time step t ∈ {1, . . . , T} =: [T ] . As motivated in the
introduction, the total number of possible arms can be prohibitively large, but we assume that this
large number of arms are grouped in a small number M of categories. For the sake of presentation,
we are going to assume that each category has the same number of arms K, yet all of our assumptions
and results immediately generalize to different number of arms. We emphasize again that the M
categories of K arms each form a known partition of the set of arms (of cardinality MK). At time
step t ∈ [T ], the agent selects a category Ct and an arm At ∈ Ct in this category. This generates
a reward XCt

At
= µCt

At
+ ηt where ηt is some independent 1 sub-Gaussian white noise and µmk is

the unknown expected reward of the arm k of category m. For notational convenience, we will
assume that arms are ordered inside each category, i.e. µm1 > µm2 ≥ · · · ≥ µmK−1 > µmK for all
category m and that category 1 is the best category, with respect to a partial order defined below.1 We
stress out that, in the partial orders we consider, the maximum of µmk over m and k is necessarily
µ1

1. As in any multi-armed bandit problem, the overall objective of an agent is to maximize her
expected cumulative reward until time horizon T or identically, to minimize her expected cumulative

1To be precise, since the order is only partial, some categories might not be pairwise comparable, but we
assume that the optimal category is comparable to, and dominates, all the others.
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regret E[RT ] = Tµ1
1 − E[

∑T
t=1 µ

Ct

At
], or equivalently, E[RT ] =

∑
m,k ∆m,k E[Nm

k (T )], where
∆m,k := µ1

1 − µmk is the difference, usually called “gap”, between the expected rewards of the best
arm and the kth arm of category m and Nm

k (t) :=
∑
s<t 1{Cs = m,As = k} denotes the number

of times this arm has been pulled up to (not including) time step t.

Relations of dominance The main assumption to leverage is that the set of categories is partially
ordered with a unique maximal element. Those partial orders are quite similar to the standard ones
induced by stochastic dominance [17, 4] over random variables. We are going to consider three
notions of dominance (inducing three different partial orders) that are gradually weaker so that the
bandit setting is more and more general. Consequently, the regret should be higher and higher.
Definition 1. Let A = {µA1 , . . . , µAK} ⊂ R and B = {µB1 , . . . , µBK} ⊂ R be a pair of categories,
Group-sparse dominance A group-sparsely dominates B, denoted by A �s B, if each element of

A are non-negative and at least one is positive, and each element of B are non-positive, i.e.,
max
k∈[K]

µAk > min
k∈[K]

µAk ≥ 0 ≥ max
k∈[K]

µBk .

Strong dominance A strongly dominates B, denoted by A �0 B, if each element of A is bigger
than any element of B, i.e., min

k∈[K]
µAk ≥ max

k∈[K]
µBk .

First-order dominance A first-order dominates B, denoted byA �1 B, if sup
x∈R

FA(x)−FB(x) ≤ 0 ,

where FA(x) = 1
K

∑K
k=1 1{µAk ≤ x} is the cumulative distribution function of a uniform

random variable over A (and similarly for B).

The first notion of dominance is inspired by the classical (group-)sparsity concept in machine learning,
that already emerged in variants of multi-armed bandits [26, 7]. It is quite a strong assumption as
it implies the knowledge of a threshold2 between two categories. The second notion weakens this
assumption as the threshold is unknown. The third notion is even weaker. The second and third
notions of dominance are similar to the zeroth (also called strong) and first-order of stochastic
dominances between two random variables respectively uniform over A and B. Hence, the three
concepts of dominance immediately generalize to categories with different number of elements, with
the very same definitions. Furthermore, one can weaken even more the dominance, e.g. introducing a
second-order variant, but we will not consider it in this paper.
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Figure 1: Illustration of dominances

Example To illustrate the concepts of dominance, we have
represented, in Figure 1, 3 categories of 3 arms each. It
can be easily checked that, for the first-order dominance,
CAT 1 �1 CAT 2 �1 CAT 3 as, if they have the same num-
ber of elements, A first-order dominates B if the kth largest
elements of A is greater than the kth largest element of B, for
any k. Moreover, for the strong dominance, CAT 1 �0 CAT 3
since the worst mean of CAT 1 is higher than the best mean
of CAT 3. Moreover, if this common value was known, then
the dominance would even be group-sparse.
Lemma 1. Let A1, . . . ,AM be finite categories. If there is a
category A∗ that dominates all the other ones for any of the
partial orders defined above, thenA∗ contains the maximal element of the unionA1∪A2∪ . . .∪AM .
Moreover, if A group-sparsely dominates B, then the dominance also holds in the strong sense.
Similarly, if A strongly dominates B, then the dominance also holds in the first-order sense.

2.1 Empirical evidence of dominance

We illustrate these assumptions on a real dataset. We have collected the CTR of products in four
different categories over one month on the e-commerce website Cdiscount, one of the leading e-
commerce companies in France, gathered in Table 2a. CAT 1 to 3 are three of the largest categories3

in terms of revenue while CAT 4 is a smaller category. The following dominances can be highlighted.
2This threshold is fixed at 0 for convenience, but it could have any value.
3For privacy reason, the exact content of the different categories cannot be revealed.
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CAT 1 CAT 2 CAT 3 CAT 4

0.0133 0.0140 0.0089 0.0069
0.0114 0.0088 0.0086 0.0063
0.0108 0.0083 0.0078 0.0053
0.0107 0.0082 0.0056 0.0051
0.0096 0.0078 0.0052 0.0051
0.0095 0.0078 0.0050 0.0044
0.0088 0.0078 0.0049 0.0042
0.0086 0.0077 0.0047 0.0041
0.0084 0.0076 0.0042 0.0040
0.0080 0.0074 0.0041 0.0038

(a) Click-through rates
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(b) Cumulative distribution functions

Figure 2: Illustrations of dominance on a real dataset

Strong dominance CAT 1 strongly dominates CAT 4 as its minimum CTR is 0.008 compared to the
maximum CTR of 0.0069 of the other. Similarly, CAT 2 strongly dominates CAT 4.

First-order dominance CAT 2 first-order dominates CAT 3 as the CTR of each line of the second
column are bigger than those of the third column. This dominance is not strong as 0.0074 is
smaller than 0.0089. CAT 3 first-order but not strongly dominates CAT 4.

Uncomparable categories CAT 1 and CAT 2 are not comparable with respect to any partial order.

Notice that, had the first item of CAT 2 performed only 5% worse than observed,4 then CAT 1 would
have been optimal with respect to the first-order dominance. So even if the dominance assumption
is not satisfied during that specific month, assuming it would still give good empirical results. The
relations of dominance can be easier to determine based on the representation of the associated cdf of
Figure 2b. As the cdf of the random variable uniform on CAT 4 is, pointwise, the biggest one, this
means that this category is first-order dominated by all the other ones. Moreover, it reaches 1 while
the cdf of CAT 1 and CAT 2 are still at 0. This implies that the dominance of these two categories is
even strong. This analysis motivates and validates our assumption.

3 Lower bounds

In this section, we provide lower bounds on the regret that any “reasonable” algorithm (the precise
definition is given below) must incur in a multi-armed bandit problem, where arms are grouped into
partially ordered categories (with a dominating one). To simplify the exposition, we assume here
that noises are drawn from Gaussian distribution with unit variance. The class of algorithms we
consider are consistent [27] with respect to a given a class of possible bandit problemsM =

{
µ =

(µ1, . . . , µMK) ∈ RMK
}

. We recall that an algorithm is consistent withM if, for any admissible
reward vector µ ∈ M and any parameter α ∈ (0, 1], the regret of that algorithm is asymptotically

negligible compared to Tα, i.e., sup
α∈(0,1)

lim sup
T→∞

Eµ [RT ]

Tα
= 0 . Graves and Lai [16] proved that

any algorithm consistent withM has a regret scaling at least logarithmically in T , with a leading

constant cµ depending on µ (andM) i.e., lim inf
T→∞

Eµ [RT ]

log(T )
≥ cµ ; moreover, cµ is the solution of

some auxiliary optimization problem. In our setting, it rewrites as

cµ = minN≥0

∑
m,kN

m
k ∆m,k subject to

∑
m,kN

m
k (µmk − λmk )

2 ≥ 2,∀λ ∈ Λ(µ) ,

where Λ(µ) =
{
λ ∈M;µ1

1 = λ1
1, λ

1
1 < maxm,k λ

m
k

}
. We point out that the assumption of dom-

inance is hidden in the class of bandit problem M. In the remaining and with a slight abuse of
notation, we are going to call an algorithm consistent with a dominance assumption if it is consistent
with the set of all possible vectors of means satisfying this dominance assumption.

4The CTR of the best item of CAT 2 is so higher than the second one, we could expect it is actually an outlier,
i.e., an artefact of the choice of that specific month and category.
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Group-sparse dominance In this case, the above optimization problem has a closed-form solution.

Theorem 3.1. An algorithm consistent with the group-sparse dominance satisfies cµ =

K∑
k=2

2

∆1,k
.

The proof of this result (and the subsequent ones) is postponed to the Appendix. This lower bound
indicates that all arms in the optimal category (and only those) should be pulled a logarithmic number
of times, hence the regret should only scale asymptotically linearly in the number of arms in the
optimal category instead of linearly with the total number of arms. We want to stress out here that
Theorem 3.1 might have a misleading interpretation. Although the asymptotic regret scales with K
and independently of M , the finite-stage minimax regret is still of the order of

√
MKT , as with usual

bandits. This is simply because the lower-bound proof [6] of the standard multi-armed bandit case
uses set of parameters of the form (0, . . . , 0, ε, 0, . . . , 0) which respect the group-sparse assumption.
As a result, the asymptotic lower bound of Theorem 3.1 is hiding some finite-time dependency
in MK (possibly of the form of an extra-term in

∑
m,k 1/∆m,k, yet independent of log(T )) that

non-asymptotic algorithms5 would not be able to remove.

Strong dominance In the case of strong dominance, a similar closed-form expression can be stated.

Theorem 3.2. With strong dominance, a consistent algorithm verifies cµ =

K∑
k=2

2

∆1,k
+

M∑
m=2

2

∆m,K
.

This lower bound indicates that the dominance assumption can be leveraged to replace the asymptotic
linear dependency in the total number of arms category into a linear dependency in the number of
arms of the optimal category plus the number of categories. With M categories of K arms each,
the dependency in MK is replaced into M +K. However, as before and for the same reasons, the
finite-time minimax lower bound will still be of the order

√
MKT . The lower bound of Theorem 3.2

seems to indicate that an optimal algorithm should be pulling only the arms of the optimal category
and the worst arm (not the best!) of the other categories, at least asymptotically and logarithmically.
Yet again, there is no guarantee that non-asymptotic algorithms can achieve this highly-demanding
(and rather counter-intuitive) lower bound.

First-order dominance There are no simple closed form expression of cµ with the first-order
dominance assumption, see nonetheless Appendix A.3 for some variational expression. However, for
the sake of illustration, we provide a closed-form solution for a specific case.
Theorem 3.3. With first-order dominance and M = K = 2 and assuming that arms are intertwined,
i.e. µ1

1 > µ2
1 > µ1

2 > µ2
2, a consistent algorithm satisfies

cµ =
2

∆1,2
+

2

∆2,2
+

2

∆2,1

(
1− (∆2,2 −∆1,2)

2

(∆1,2)
2

+ (∆2,2)
2

)
.

It is quite interesting to compare this lower bound to the corresponding ones with group-sparsity
where cµ = 2

∆1,2
, with strong dominance where cµ = 2

∆1,2
+ 2

∆2,2
and without structure at all

where cµ = 2
∆1,2

+ 2
∆2,2

+ 2
∆2,1

. Clearly, lower bounds are, as expected, decreasing with additional
structure. More interestingly, the first-order lower bound somehow interpolates between this two by
multiplying the term 2

∆2,1
by a factor ρ ∈ (0, 1); ρ = 0 corresponding to the stronger assumption of

strong dominance and ρ = 1 to the absence of dominance assumption.

4 Algorithms and upper bounds

4.1 Optimism principle

Our first algorithm is based on the principle of optimism in the face of uncertainty and is summarized
in Algorithm 1. It behaves in three different ways depending on the number of categories that are called

5We call an algorithm non-asymptotic if its worst-case regret is of the order of
√
MKT , maybe up to some

additional polynomial dependency in M and K. In particular, classical algorithms for structured bandits [8, 29]
are only asymptotical.
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“active”. The definition of an active category will depend on the assumption of dominance. Formally,
let δ ∈ (0, 1) be a confidence level (fixing the confidence level actually requires that the horizon T is
known, but there exist well understood anytime version of all these results [12]). At time step t, it com-
putes the set of active categories, denotedA(t, δ). The three states of Algorithm 1 are then as follows:

Algorithm 1: CATSE(δ)
Pull each arm once
while t ≤ T do

Compute set of active categories A(t, δ)
if |A(t, δ)| = 0 then

Pull all arms
else if |A(t, δ)| = 1 then

Perform UCB(δ) in the active
category

else
Pull all arms in active categories

end
end

1. |A(t, δ)| = 0: no category is active; the
algorithm pulls all arms.

2. |A(t, δ)| = 1: only one category is active;
the algorithm performs UCB(δ) in it.

3. |A(t, δ)| > 1: several categories are active;
the algorithm pulls all arms inside those.

We now detail what we called an active category
for each notion of dominance defined previously
along with theorems upper bounding the regret of
the CATSE algorithm.

Group-sparse dominance Under this assumption, we say a category is active if it has an active
arm. Following the idea of sparse bandits [26] or bounded regret [7], we say that the arm k of category
m is active if

µ̂mk (t) :=
∑

s<t;(Ct,At)=(m,k)X
Ct
At

Nm
k (t) ≥ 2

√
logNm

k (t)

Nm
k (t) .

This condition ensures that the expected number of times an arm with positive mean is non active is
finite in expectation. Similarly, the expected number of times an arm with non positive mean is active
is also finite. Those conditions will ensure that the expected number of times a suboptimal category
is pulled is also finite. Then, the set of active categories, denoted A(t) is simply

A(t) :=

{
m ∈ [M ];∃ k ∈ [K], µ̂mk (t) ≥ 2

√
logNm

k (t)

Nm
k (t)

}
.

Theorem 4.1. In the group-sparse dominance setting, the expected regret of CATSE verifies with
probability at least 1− 2δKT ,

E[RT ] ≤
K∑
k=2

8 log 1
δ

∆1,k
+
∑
m,k

∆m,k +
40

(µ1
1)2

log
16

(µ1
1)2

∑
m,k

∆m,k + (M − 1)K
π2

6

∑
m,k

∆m,k .

The first term is the bound of the UCB algorithm while the third term is the regret incurred when the
optimal category is non active and the last term comes from a suboptimal category being active. As a
result, CATSE is asymptotically optimal, up to a multiplicative factor. A trick to improve empirically
the performance of the algorithm is to replace the round-robin sampling phase (when |A(t)| = 0) by
choosing an arm with a higher probability the closer it is to be active. This idea was analyzed in [7]
with additional assumptions. Yet this can only improve the second term of the regret, which is already
constant w.r.t. T (so we chose to not focus on it). For example, a possibility is to pull arm (m, k) at

time t with probability pmk (t) ∝
(√

4 logNm
k (t)

Nm
k (t) − µ̂mk (t)

)−2

. Another possible improvement is to
eliminate categories in which there exist an arm whose upper bound is less than 0. Again, this only
improves a term constant w.r.t. T .

Strong dominance In this setting, CATSE will use the information gathered by all arms. The
overall idea is to construct confidence region for the mean vector and to eliminate a category as soon
as it is clearly dominated by another one. The statistical test to perform in order to determine which
categories to eliminate is based on the following alternative characterization of dominance.

Let ∆(K) := {x ∈ RK+ ; ‖x‖1 = 1} be the K-simplex and µm := (µmk )k be the vector of means.

Proposition 1. A strongly dominates B if and only if ∀x ∈ ∆(K),∀y ∈ ∆(K), 〈x, µA〉 ≥ 〈y, µB〉.

At the end of the p-th round of the phase of successive elimination of categories, each arm has been
pulled p times. A natural estimator of µm ∈ RK is the coordinate wise empirical average of rewards,
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i.e., µmk (p) = 1
p

∑p
r=1X

m
k (r), where (with a slight abuse of notation), Xm

k (r) is the reward gathered
by the r-th pull of arm k of category m. We now describe the statistical run at the end of round
p ∈ N; category n ∈ [M ] is eliminated by category m ∈ [M ] if it holds that

L+
m(p, δ) := max

x∈∆(K)
〈x, µ̂m(p)〉 − ‖x‖2 β(p, δ) > min

y∈∆(K)
〈y, µ̂n(p)〉+ ‖y‖2 β(p, δ) =: L−n (p, δ) ,

(1)
where β(p, δ) =

√
2
p

(
K log 2 + log 1

δ

)
. The set of active categories is then define as follows

A(t, δ) =
{
m ∈ [M ];∀n 6= m,L+

n (t, δ) ≤ L−m(t, δ)
}
.

Theorem 4.2. In the strong dominance case, the regret of CATSE satisfies w.p. at least 1− δMT ,

RT ≤
K∑
k=2

8 log 1
δ

∆1,k
+
∑
m,k

∆m,k+8
(
K log 2+log

1

δ

) M∑
m=2

min
x,y∈∆(K)

( ‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2
〈x, µ1〉 − 〈y, µm〉

)2 K∑
k=1

∆m,k

First-order dominance CATSE will proceed with first-order dominance as with strong dominance,
the major difference is the statistical test. Let us first characterize the notion of first-order dominance.
Proposition 2. A first-order dominates B if and only if ∀x ∈ ∆(K), 〈x, µA〉 ≥ 〈x, µB〉 .

The statistical test is then: category n ∈ [M ] is eliminated by category m ∈ [M ] at round p if

Dm,n(p, δ) := max
x∈∆(K)

〈x, µ̂mσ (p)− µ̂nτ (p)〉
‖x‖2

> 2γ(p, δ) , (2)

where µ̂mσ (p) and µ̂nτ (p) represent respectively the reordering of µ̂m(p) and µ̂n(p) in decreasing order

and γ(p, δ) = 1√
2p

(√
K log 1

δ +
√

1 + (K + 1) logK
)
. We emphasis the permutation is specific to

both a category and a round. This statistical test yields the following set of active categories

A(t, δ) = {m ∈ [M ];∀n 6= m,Dm,n(t, δ) ≤ 2γ(t, δ)} .
Theorem 4.3. Under the additional assumption that Xm

k ∈ [0, 1] for all category m and arm k, in
the first-order dominance, the regret of CATSE verifies with probability at least 1− δMT ,

RT ≤
K∑
k=2

8 log 1
δ

∆1,k
+
∑
m,k

∆m,k + 16

(
K log

1

δ
+K logK + logK + 1

) M∑
m=2

∑K
k=1 ∆m,k

‖µ1 − µm‖22
.

4.2 Bayesian principle

Algorithm 2: MURPHY SAMPLING

while t ≤ T do
Sample θ(t) ∼ Πt−1 (·|Hd)
Pull (Ct, At) ∈ arg max(m,k) θ

m
k (t)

end

The MURPHY SAMPLING (MS) algorithm [20] was orig-
inally developed in a pure exploration setting. Conceptu-
ally, it is derived from THOMPSON SAMPLING (TS) [37],
the difference is that the sampling respects some inher-
ent structure of the problem. To define MS, we denote
by F(t) = σ (A1, X1, . . . , At, Xt) the information avail-
able after t steps and Hd the assumption of dominance
considered. Let Πt = P (·|Ft) be the posterior distribution of the means parameters after t rounds.
The algorithm samples, at each time step, from the posterior distribution Πt−1 (·|Hd) and then pulls
the best arm, which, by definition, is in the best category sampled at this time step. In comparison,
TS would sample from Πt−1 without taking into account any structure. To implement this algorithm,
we use that independent conjugate priors will produce independent posteriors, making the posterior
sampling tractable. The required assumption, i.e. the structure of our problem, is then attained using
rejection sampling. We do not provide theoretical guarantees on its regret but we will illustrate
empirically on simulated data that it is highly competitive compared to the other algorithms.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present numerical experiments illustrating the performance of the algorithms we
have introduced. We also compare them with two families of algorithms. The first one is algorithms
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Figure 3: Regret of various algorithms as a function of time

for the multi-armed bandit framework, namely UCB [3] and TS [37]; they are agnostic to the structure
of the arms. The second family of algorithms is adapted to tree search, namely UCT [23]; they
partially take into account the inherent structure. Specifically, they will just use the fact that arms are
grouped into categories but not that one category dominates the others. We consider two scenarios for
the different dominance hypothesis. In all experiments, rewards are drawn from Gaussian distribution
with unit variance and we report the average regret as a function of time, in log-scale. To implement
TS and MS, we pulled each arm once and then sampled using a Gaussian prior. The simulations
were ran until time horizon 10,000 and results were averaged over 100 independent runs.

Group-sparse & strong dominance We start by grouping the experiments in the group-sparse
and strong dominance setting, as we recall that the only difference between the two concepts is
the knowledge of a threshold between the best category and the others. In this first scenario, we
analyze a problem with five categories and five arms per category. Precisely, in the first category
the optimal arm has expected reward 1, and the four suboptimal arms consist of one group of three
(stochastically) identical arms each with expected reward 0.5 and one arm with expected reward 0.
The four suboptimal category are identical and are composed of two arms with expected rewards 0
and −1, respectively and a group of three arms with expected reward −0.5. We used the subscript
s and 0 to denote the assumption of dominance the algorithm exploited. CATSEs and CATSE0

were run with δ = 1
t and δ = 1

Mt , respectively. Results are presented on Figure 3a. In the case of
group-sparse dominance, CATSEs outperforms both UCB and UCT; MSs asymptotically performs
as well yet with a slightly higher regret. Interestingly, UCT performs well in the beginning; thanks to
the lack of an exploration phase compared to CATSEs. In the case of strong dominance, MS0 and
CATSE0 asymptotically perform alike and slightly better than UCT. However, the regret of CATSE0

is much higher due to its round-robin sampling phase; this can be seen in the beginning as CATSE0 is
still in the search of the optimal category. If we compare the two versions of each algorithm between
them, we can notice two points. Firstly, for CATSE, the result of the potential sampling improvement
is significant. Secondly, for MS, the regret in the group-sparse case is slightly worse than in the
strong dominance case even though it is stronger. This is simply due to our implementation and the
difficulty of the posterior sampling, in particular the rejection sampling phase.

First-order dominance Finally, we consider the first-order dominance setting. In this scenario,
we look upon a problem with five categories and ten arms per category. Precisely, in the optimal
category, the best arm has expected reward 5 while the nine suboptimal arms consist of three group
of five, three and one arms, with expected rewards 4, 3 and 2, respectively. The four suboptimal
categories are composed of two arms with expected rewards 4.5 and 0, respectively, and eight arms
with expected reward 3. CATSE was run with δ = 1

Mt and the results are presented on Figure 3b.
Once again, MS and CATSE outperform baseline algorithms and both appear to have the same slope
asymptotically with a significant difference between their regret, again due to the exploration phase
of CATSE. It is interesting to observe that UCT performed poorly; as noticed in [9], the convergence
can be sluggish. Indeed, the main issue occurs when the best arm is underestimated. In that case,
it is pulled a logarithmic number of times the optimal category is pulled, which is a logarithmic
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number of times, since the second best arm overall is in suboptimal categories. Hence, it would take
an exponential of exponentials number of time for the optimal arm to become the best again.

6 Conclusion

Two problems remain open: the first one is a better exploration phase in CATSE since it heavily
impact the regret and as noted in [14], ETC algorithms are necessarily suboptimal; and the second
is an upper bound on the regret of the MS algorithm since it is highly competitive in practice. We
believe that it is asymptotically optimal and that it can be applied to other setting of structured bandits.
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